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Abstract 

In this paper, we present a novel performance analysis model for predicting average 

message latency of hypercube network-on-chip (NoC) systems that employ wormhole 

switching and fully adaptive routing method with uniformly distributed traffic. Unlike 

previous works, our model calculates the service rate that is provided by a physical link for 

the incoming traffic at a particular communicating node by obtaining the reversal service 

rate that is provided by the downstream nodes, when the network gets saturated. This model 

has simple closed-form calculations, and can produce accurate analytic results when the NoC 

system is operating in stable state. The proposed model is validated by comparing the results 

that are calculated by the model with the results that are obtained through simulations with 

different network configurations and traffic loads. 
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1. Introduction 

The number of components that are interacting to compute a solution in System-on-Chip 

keeps increasing with the rapid development of VLSI. Having dedicated connections between 

any given modules could be extremely complex as the number of modules increases. A viable 

alternative could be an interconnection network within the chip [17]. There are a number of 

network designs with different topology for network on chip reported in the literatures. [1-4, 

15] As parallel architectures become larger and faster, packaging and physical constrains are 

assuming more important roles, among different designs, hypercube-based NoC systems have 

the desirable features such as symmetry, regularity and can reduce network’s bisection width, 

thus they are receiving increasing attentions. A typical hypercube system is shown in Figure 1. 

NoC systems employ a hierarchical network architecture which is similar as usual computing 

network. Thus the switching and routing technology are vital for the performance of the 

networked system. At the link layer, wormhole switching [5] and virtual channel mechanism 

have been widely used in practical network on chip [6]. The former is used to achieve 

pipelined data transmission to reduce average message latency. The latter is to make better 

utilization of physical channel while using minimal local buffer and avoiding deadlock. At the 

network layer, routing algorithms can be implemented as either deterministic or adaptive. 

Deterministic routing protocols choose the path based on the message’s source and 
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destination. When using deterministic routing, a packet will be delayed if any channel along 

the path is busy with other packets, or even worse, if a channel along the path is faulty then  

 

 

Figure 1. The Hypercube-based NoC 

 

the packet cannot be delivered. Nevertheless, deterministic routing still has been widely used 

due to its simplicity [6]. And its analytical model has been widely reported in the literature [7-

9]. Adaptive routing protocols which provide alternative paths for communicating nodes have 

been proposed to make more efficient use of bandwidth and to improve fault tolerance of 

interconnection network [16]. Several adaptive routing algorithms have been proposed, 

showing that message blocking can be considerably reduced, thus strongly improving 

network throughput. Among them, routing algorithms based on Duato’s design methodology 

[10] are extensively used. These routing algorithms split each physical channel into two 

virtual channel sets, the adaptive and the deterministic channels. When the paths of adaptive 

channels are blocked, a message uses an escape channel at the congested node. If there is any 

free adaptive channel available at subsequent nodes, the message can go back to the adaptive 

channels. Adaptive routing algorithms can be further categorized to progressive and 

backtracking algorithms. Progressive routing algorithms move the message header forward by 

reserving a new channel. In our analytical model, we assume the routing algorithm is 

progressive, no backtracking is allowed. Several analytical models for wormhole switching 

network using fully adaptive routing protocols were reported in the literature, but their 

calculation process is complicated and the presented results only hold in relatively small 

network state region [11-13]. 

Unlike previous works, this paper presents a novel performance analysis model for 

hypercube based network on chip systems which are using wormhole routing, virtual 

channels and fully adaptive routing. The model has relatively simple calculation process and 

yields satisfactory predictions in the network’s steady state region. The rest of this paper has 

been organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the model in detail. In Section 3, 

validation of the proposed model is made by comparing its prediction with simulation results. 

Some concluding remarks are included in Section 4. 

 

2. The Performance Model 

The detail of our model is presented in this section. First we describe the network 

configuration and some assumptions for the model; then we give a few notations used by the 

model, and then describe how to obtain the average message latency of the system by the 

model step by step in detail.  
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2.1   System Description 

A hypercube network as shown in Figure 1 is used to illustrate our model. Each node 

consists of a processing element (PE) and a switch. PE is responsible for generating 

messages and consuming messages from other nodes. Each switch has 5 input and 

output channels. PE is connected to switch by local injection/ejection channel. A node   

 

Figure 2. The shortest traveling path for a message 
 

is connected to 4 adjacent neighboring nodes by bi-directional network channels. A 

message which is generated from a node’s PE will first be transmitted to the switch by 

local injection channel. Then it will be routed toward the destination. At the destination 

node, the message is transmitted to PE through local ejection channel. Thus a message 

has to travel through at least 3 links from the source to destination. For instance, as 

shown in Figure 2, the message generated in node N1 has to traverse channels Ch1,L, 

Ch2,W and Ch2,L to arrive at its destination PE in N2. The model is also based on the 

following commonly accepted assumptions [7-13]. 

1) Each node generates traffic independently with traffic following a Poisson process on a 

mean rate of Mgen messages/cycle. 

2) Message destinations are uniformly distributed across the network nodes. Although in an 

real application, if node A sends a message to B it’s highly possible that B will send back a 

message to A. 

Table 1. Parameter Notations Used by the Model 
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3) Messages are of constant length L flits. A message is long enough so that its data flits span from 

source to destination nodes. 

4) Each flit requires one cycle to be transmitted from one node to the next over physical link 

between them. Two cycles are needed for a flit to cross a node, i.e. from an input buffer to an 

output port in absence of blocking.  

5) The local queue at the injection channel in the source node has infinite capacity. 

Messages at the destination node are transferred to the local PE one at a time through the 

ejection channel. 

6) A set of virtual channels are multiplexed across a physical channel. Virtual channels 

share physical channel’s buffer and each has its own single flit space. 

7) Physical channels between any two adjacent nodes are duplex. More than two virtual 

channels are used for each direction of a physical channel. If there are adaptive virtual 

channels available, a message can use a random one. 

 

2.2   Calculation of Average Message Latency 

There are a few notations used in the derivation of our model, a brief summary of them can 

be found in the Table 1. The average message latency Tmsg comprises of the message 

transmission delay across the network channel tw, the intra-router delay ts, [5] the average 

contention delay Wq at the network channels and the average delay Wej at nodes’ local 

ejection channel. It can be computed as follows: 

   1
msg q q e jtrT D L T N W W      

 

(1) 

max( , )tr s wT T T

 

(2) 

Eq.2 demonstrates the nature of pipelined flits transmission of wormhole switching in 

absence of contention. (D+L)Ttr denotes the mean time that a message’s header flit and data 

flits need to travel from source to destination. (Nq -1)Wq shows the waiting time that header 

flit experienced at the Nq -1 channels of intermediate nodes. As the minimum link number that 

a message travels is 3, which is shown in Figure 2, the average hops that messages take, D 

can be obtained by: 

3
i

k

i

D p i



   (3) 

Where k is the diameter of the network, and pi denotes the probability that a message’s travel 

path is i links long. Under the uniform traffic pattern, the average traffic arrival rate λ for each 

channel is determined by the message generating rate Mgen, average routing hops D and output 

channels number of each node o.[4] 

genM D

o



  (4) 
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In order to receive service from a link, the message’s header flit will acquire a virtual 

channel. A VC keeps serving the message until all the data flits flow across this node. When 

the traffic rate is light, there is no congestion; the service time S and service rate SR at each 

channel can be defined respectively as follows:  

( 1)sS t L    (5) 

S
SR

1
  (6) 

As traffic rate keeps increasing, congestion appears in the network and waiting queues 

build up at bottleneck links. In this case, the service that one channel can provide to the 

incoming messages is not only determined by its own service capacity, but also by the 

blocking state of its immediate downstream channels. In a hypercube network, the traffic 

arrival rates for input channels of a node are equal to each other due to its symmetry. Without 

loss of generality, suppose the node that we analyze is at nth hop of a messages routing path. 

We analyze queuing system model of channel Chn,W at west input port. The waiting queue 

Qn,W at channel Chn,w is treated as two distinct queues Qc and Qd as shown in Figure. 3. Qc is 

the result of contentions at Chn,w,which is determined by the traffic arrival rate λ and the 

router self’s service rate SR. Qd is due to the contention that a message experiences when it’s 

to be accepted by a downstream input channel. An M/M/m queuing system is used to model 

Qc. The probability that an arrival message will find v virtual channels are busy and will be 

forced to wait in queue can be obtained by the following equation: [14] 
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Where p0 is given by:  
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  (8) 

For Qd, the service rate, μr, is the service rate that offered by all the immediate downstream 

channels to Chn,w. To obtain μr, we can further divide Qd to four queues, each of which is 

associated with an immediate downstream channel in one of the possible downstream 

directions, i.e. east, south, north in this case and local injection, as shown in Figure 3. 

Consider the waiting queue at west downstream channel Chn+1,W. we can get average waiting 

time for a message by: [14] 

 

 

Figure. 3. Queuing model for an input channel 
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 (9) 

Thus the average time that a message spends at the queuing system of Chn+1,W is Wqd + S. 

In addition, there are v virtual channels in Chn+1,W and Chn+1,W has o possible inputs(including 

local injection channel), therefore we can get w

r
 as : 

 
w
r

qd

v

o S W
 

 
 (10) 

Hence, we get μr as:  

W S N L

LW S Nr r r r rp p p p         (11) 

Due to symmetry of hypercube, we know that pW=pS=pN, so μr=3 pW
w

r
 +PL

L

r
 . Using 

Little’s Theorem, the average number of messages in the whole queuing system at Chn,W can 

be derived as: 

Q
P

N T
v




  


   

 
 (12) 

Also by Little’s Theorem, the average number of messages in Qc and Qd are:  

d
r

N


 



 (13) 
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 (14) 

As Qn, E comprises of Qc and Qd, combine Eq. (12), (13) and (14), we get: 

Q Q

r

P P

v SR v SR

   

     

 
   

    
 (15) 

Based on Eq. (7) and (8), replace PQ in Eq. (15), solve the resulting nonlinear equation, we 

can get service rate μ at channel Chn,W. Then, by Little’s Theorem again, we can obtain the 

average time Wq that a message has to wait in queuing system at the intermediate nodes of a 

message’s traveling path: 

 1

Q
q

P
W



 




 
 (16) 

Finally, as we mentioned that the node’s local ejection channel is treated as independent 

M/M/m queuing system; average waiting time on ejection node channel can be obtained by:  

   ' 1

ej ej

ej

Q
ej

P
W



  




  
,  

'
ej

v SR

 






 (17) 

At this point, the message delay Tmsg defined in Eq. 1 can now be calculated out as all the 

unknown variables at the right hand side are all obtained.  
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3. Validation 

A number of simulation experiments which are based on various network 

configurations have been carried out to validate the proposed model. The simulator we 

used is based on flexsim1.2 [7]. The results presented here are average message latency 

obtained from both model and simulations on 64, 256 and 1024 nodes hypercubes. The 

comparisons can be seen in Figure 4, 5 and 6 respectively. In both calculations and 

simulations, 4 virtual channels are multiplexing a physical channel and the message size 

is set to 32 flits. As we can observe, in these figures, the simulation results and 

predictions of our model match well from a very light usage of a network channel to 

about 50% average channels utilization after which point the network gets into 

saturation state. 
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Figure 4. Model vs. Simulation Results in 64 Nodes Hypercube Network 
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Figure 5. Model vs. Simulation Results in 256 Nodes Hypercube Network 
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Figure 6. Model vs. Simulation Results in 1024 Nodes Hypercube Network 

 

4. Conclusions and Future Work 

We have presented a performance analysis model for predicting average message latency 

and average link waiting time in hypercube based NoC systems which are adopting wormhole 

switching, virtual channel and adaptive routing. Unlike previously proposed models, this 

model is based on queuing theory and probability analysis. It’s simple and yields very 

accurate predictions in network’s steady state region. By applying its close-form calculations, 

one can correctly predict performance of high-radix hypercube NoCs in steady state regions 

with a short code snippet. It can be concluded that our model provides an effective and 

practical evaluation tool. In addition, since this model obtains message waiting time at each 

queuing system at channels of a routing path, it can be easily adapted for networks with other 

topologies.  

As we can see from the calculation process, blocking probability at a transmitting channel 

determines the waiting time for a message given a particular service rate. A higher blocking 

probability will results in an exponentially larger waiting time. Thus if we can reduce the 

blocking probability for a message travelling across the network, the network will have better 

performance. At given message generation rate and link service rate, one can alter the 

message blocking probability by adopting different routing algorithm, network topology, or 

increasing the buffer size at each node. The first two are major factors in determining network 

performance while the buffer size has small impact [5]. Because buffer of one physical 

channel at a given node is usually not deep enough to store the whole blocked message, the 

upstream channels that occupied by the blocked message cannot be freed for other contending 

messages. This is especially the case for NoCs where buffer needs to be carefully designed to 

be both compact and efficient to reduce hardware cost while keeping network performance. 

Therefore, we will keep researching on how to predict the subtle impact of buffer size on the 

network performance with more sophisticate modeling and queuing system analysis. 
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